
AOL’s CMO Allie Kline talks 
strategy, content and code

Marketo presents: Ask the CMO



Particularly now, as marketing goes through what 
Kline refers to as an “era of disruption,” it is more 
crucial than ever before to keep a close eye on 
what audiences care about — and how your 
business can seamlessly adapt to those trends.

Q&A with Allie Kline,
CMO of AOL

AOL has come leaps and bounds from the 

days of sending out trial CDs to everyone 

with a mailbox. High-profile acquisitions of 

content powerhouses Huffington Post and 

TechCrunch and a focus on commitment to 

customers have influenced AOL’s marketing 

focus in recent years, among other factors.

We spoke to Kline about some of the 

biggest industry trends as well as how 

AOL specifically is molding its strategy 

to the modern era of marketing.

  

Lets start at the high level — can you 
talk about the major changes and 
trends happening across marketing?

There are three major trends driving what we 

often call the “era of marketing disruption.”

1. Consumers are driving content consumption 

and device usage, not marketers or media. 

2. Demographics -– just age alone -– reveal 

a massive spectrum of habits and needs, 

making it nearly impossible to do any one-

size-fits-all campaign. 

3. The rate of new toys –- social 

channels, content experiences, data 

sets -– is unprecedented and faster 

than any historical planning cycle.

At AOL, our consumer brands like Aol.

com, Huffington Post and TechCrunch 

face these challenges head on each day 

with data as a primary weapon.
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Back in the day, AOL used to send CDs 
to everyone and gave them away at all 
locations and opportunities. AOL has 
undergone some massive changes over 
the years — how have you changed your 
approach to marketing and engaging your 
audiences to maintain a relationship?

AOL has come a long way, you’re right. The one 

constant is that we have always been grounded 

in our commitment to culture and code.



The one constant is 
that we have always 
been grounded in 
our commitment to 
culture and code.

Back in the day, we had our AOL walled garden 

ecosystem largely driven by our subscribers 

and powered by powerful technology stack.

Today, culture and code manifests as what we 

call in our B2B efforts “the barbell strategy.” On 

one side of the barbell, we have video-led content 

properties and experiences –- AOL.com, HuffPost, 

TechCrunch, Mapquest, MAKERS, Engadget and 

more — and on the other side, we have this deep 

set of technology platforms that help marketers 

and publishers use data to determine how best 

to spend and generate marketing dollars. 

Whether you’re a marketer or a publisher working 

with AOL, you likely want access to our content 

-– for example we syndicate video content to 

over 2,000 publishers today — and access to our 

technology: Our ad tech stack is used by many of 

the world’s largest marketers across the globe.

The legacy of culture and code, not one or the other 

but both, still lives on and thrives inside of AOL.

What is the trick to forming a personal 
connection with consumers? How do you 
engage over the lifetime of your subscribers 
to drive loyalty and satisfaction?

It sounds crazy but the trick to personalized 

content is data. Yes, actual 1s and 0s help us make 

everything more human. Our content teams rely 

on data to understand what our consumers are 

most interested in, when and on what screen. We 

have so many variations on consumer experience 

-– short and long-form AOL Originals videos, digital 

and TV-distributed platforms like MAKERS, and 

a new suite of formats being released including 

AOL.Rise, the first short-form morning show. 

Consumers are more dynamic than ever before, 

and without a strong way to understand and action 

on data, we would not be able to innovate and 

build the culturally driving brands we do today.

How big of an impact does your marketing 
organization have on revenue generation? Are 
you seen as a revenue-driver or cost center? 
How and when did that perception shift?

We are a revenue-driven marketing team. And 

that’s as much of a decision as a mandate. We 

see ourselves as inextricably tied to revenue 

and that mindset creates this awesome filter 

for what’s important. I think many people are 

concerned that if you infuse too much ‘sales’ 

or ‘finance’ into marketing, you will lose the 

creativity. We have found the opposite -– our 

teams work so closely together and that gives 

us this powerful, cohesive go-to market.

Can you talk about the structure of your 
team these days? How have you adapted 
the skill sets on your team to reflect the 
changes in marketing? What are some 
of the new skills you believe you need 
on your team now — or in 3-5 years?

I think the biggest change in recent years is the 

breaking down of silos within marketing functions. 

And for us, that means every group being anchored 

around a message suite and an approach. We do 

very little that is a one-off and doesn’t leverage 

multiple marketing and communications groups. 

So we look for people that are maniacal about 

the message and also very collaborative by 

nature. The industry changes so quickly that we 

believe our best weapon is consistency across 

marketing teams, functions and activity and 

a unified force of talent working together.



You spoke earlier about data — what are the 
major metrics you keep a close eye on to tell 
if you are making the right trade-offs and 
investments from a marketing standpoint?

There are two primary metrics we focus on in the 

B2B and corporate brand world -– 1) revenue; 

and 2) team satisfaction and morale. At the end 

of the day, are we helping drive the revenue 

the company needs to invest in our priorities, 

and are our people growing and engaged?

Do you think there is a distinction between 
B2B and B2C marketing these days? Have 
we evolved to an era of B2H (Human)?

Sure, there are different tactics in marketing content 

brands vs. marketing advertising, for example, but 

overall from an industry perspective both segments 

are simply targeting a set of consumers. And more 

and more, that aim is driven by data and achieved 

across a growing mix of channels and tools. So I do 

think the lines are blurring a bit, but not entirely.

AOL has been around for a long time. What 
are some of the challenges in shepherding one 
of the oldest Internet brands into the future?

Since our Chairman and CEO Tim Armstrong 

arrived here 5 years ago, we have made a slew of 

game changing investments and acquisitions in 

content, video and ad tech. Today, half of our traffic 

is mobile, we are currently number three in video, 

and AOL is the number four Internet property on 

the web. So our business decisions have been a 

massive driver in our brand growth over the last 

5 years. And the industry should expect us to be 

equally if not more aggressive over the next 5 years.

“Storytelling” is the buzzword du jour in 
the industry. How does AOL tell stories 
via its marketing efforts? What are some 
examples of brands using videos to tell stories 
successfully (off the top of your head)?

This is really simple -– video and content marketing. 

We use video more and more and also leverage 

a tactic our sales team is increasingly driving 

with our clients: content marketing. Content 

marketing is a little bit video, a little bit native, a 

little bit content creation. We simply love this for its 

flexibility, impact and ability to tell a deeper story.

How will marketing operations change 
over the next 5 years, e.g. how they’re 
organized, the skills they’ll need, budget 
allocations, relationships with other 
departments (especially IT), how they’ll 
work through other parts of the company, 
how revenue attribution will be resolved?

The new requirement for marketers will be 

to understand culture and code. You will be 

a disadvantaged media planner or buyer, for 

example, without understanding deep attribution 

modeling and analytics. The same holds true 

for creative, communications, events, trade, 

you name it. Data and creativity have been 

interconnected in a way we’ve never seen 

-– there is likely no turning back from that.

It sounds crazy but the trick to personalized 
content is data. Yes, actual 1s and 0s help 
us make everything more human.


